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Abstract
Neuroimaging provides a powerful tool to characterize neurodegenerative progression and
therapeutic efficacy in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and its prodromal stage—mild cognitive
impairment (MCI). However, since the disease pathology might cause different patterns of
structural degeneration, which is not pre-known, it is still a challenging problem to identify the
relevant imaging markers for facilitating disease interpretation and classification. Recently, sparse
learning methods have been investigated in neuroimaging studies for selecting the relevant
imaging biomarkers and have achieved very promising results on disease classification. However,
in the standard sparse learning method, the spatial structure is often ignored, although it is
important for identifying the informative biomarkers. In this paper, a sparse learning method with
tree-structured regularization is proposed to capture patterns of pathological degeneration from
fine to coarse scale, for helping identify the informative imaging biomarkers to guide the disease
classification and interpretation. Specifically, we first develop a new tree construction method
based on the hierarchical agglomerative clustering of voxel-wise imaging features in the whole
brain, by taking into account their spatial adjacency, feature similarity and discriminability. In this
way, the complexity of all possible multi-scale spatial configurations of imaging features can be
reduced to a single tree of nested regions. Second, we impose the tree-structured regularization on
the sparse learning to capture the imaging structures, and then use them for selecting the most
relevant biomarkers. Finally, we train a support vector machine (SVM) classifier with the selected
features to make the classification. We have evaluated our proposed method by using the baseline
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MR images of 830 subjects from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)
database, which includes 198 AD patients, 167 progressive MCI (pMCI), 236 stable MCI (sMCI),
and 229 normal controls (NC). Our experimental results show that our method can achieve
accuracies of 90.2 %, 87.2 %, and 70.7 % for classifications of AD vs. NC, pMCI vs. NC, and
pMCI vs. sMCI, respectively, demonstrating promising performance compared with other state-of-
the-art methods.
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Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by progressive
impairment of memory and other cognitive functions. Neuroimaging measurements,
including magnetic resonance image (MRI) and fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission
tomography (FDG-PET), provide a powerful in vivo tool for helping diagnosis and
longitudinal follow-up study of AD and MCI (Desikan et al. 2009; Klöppel et al. 2008;
Stonnington et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2011; Oliveira et al. 2010; Leung et al. 2010;
Davatzikos et al. 2010; Querbes et al. 2009; Filipovych and Davatzikos 2011; Duchesne et
al. 2009; Fan et al. 2007a; Wee et al. 2011, 2012; Zhang and Shen et al. 2012a, b; Li et al.
2012). In recent years, a substantial research effort has been made to investigate many
machine learning and pattern recognition technologies, such as sparse learning and support
vector machines (SVM), in neuroimaging analysis to assist AD diagnosis (Davatzikos et al.
2008a; Magnin et al. 2009; Hinrichs et al. 2009; Cuingnet et al. 2011; Wolz et al. 2011; Liu
et al. 2012a, b). Various methods have been proposed for processing and analysis of
neuroimages to investigate the pathological changes related to brain diseases (Xue et al.
2006; Wu et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2008; Magnin et al. 2009; Shen et al. 1999; Jia et al. 2010,
Tang et al. 2009). One major challenge in neuroimaging analysis is its huge dimensionality
of the original imaging data. For example, a typical MRI scan of brain includes several
millions of measurements on the respective image voxels. Direct classification with original
data is not only computationally expensive, but also inaccurate, since not all imaging
information in the brain is related with the disease. Thus, extraction and selection of
discriminative imaging biomarkers are necessary and important for brain disease diagnosis
and interpretation (Zhu et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2009; Fan et al. 2007b; Chu et al. 2012).
To achieve dimensionality reduction and also take into account the spatial structure of the
neuroimaging data, we can resort to feature agglomeration. One popular method is to group
voxels into multiple anatomical regions, i.e., regions of interest (ROIs), through the warping
of a pre-labeled atlas, and then extract regional features such as anatomical volumes for
classification (Lao et al. 2004; Magnin et al. 2009). However, this type of anatomical
parcellation may not adapt well to the disease-related pathology since the abnormal region
may be part of ROI or span over multiple ROIs, which could eventually affect the
classification result. To address this problem, Fan et al. (2007b) proposed to adaptively
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partition the brain image into a number of the most discriminative brain regions according to
the similarity of local imaging features. Then, regional features were extracted for disease
classification. The advantage of all ROI-based feature extraction methods is that it can
significantly reduce the feature dimensionality and make the extracted features robust to
noise, inter-subject variability, and registration errors. However, the extracted regional
features are generally very coarse and not sensitive to small changes in the local brain
region, which will eventually degrade the classification performance.
The above-mentioned limitations with the ROI-based features could be potentially addressed
by the voxel-wise analysis method (Ishii et al. 2005), i.e., extracting voxel-wise features for
image classification. However, voxel-wise image analysis is sensitive to noise, registration
error, and inter-subject variability. Although these limitations could be alleviated by
smoothing the imaging features via a Gaussian filter, the smoothing is often performed on
the whole brain for all subjects uniformly and thus not adaptive to anatomical structures,
shapes and abnormal regions. More importantly, the number of voxel-wise imaging features
from the whole brain is always very large (i.e., in millions), while the number of training
samples is very small (i.e., in hundreds) in the neuroimaging study. This could easily make
the classification model over-fitted to the training set, thus not generalized well to the test
set. Since only a few number of brain regions are relevant to the disease, it is important to
identify the predictive information for facilitating disease classification and interpretation.
Recently, the effectiveness of four feature selection methods has been investigated and
compared for AD diagnosis in (Chu et al. 2012). Their results show that the feature selection
does improve the classification accuracy, but depends on the method used. The t-test
filtering is one of the commonly used method to select the most discriminative biomarkers
according to their correlations to the class labels (Davatzikos et al. 2008a; Oliveira et al.
2010). However, this method evaluates each brain voxel independently and can handle
neither the spatial structure nor the multivariate nature of neuroimaging data, thus limiting
its ability to detect the complex population difference. Since the informative imaging
features may be distributed over the distant brain regions, the combinations of features over
these regions should also be taken into account for feature selection. Recently, L1-norm
sparse learning method, e.g., Lasso, have been proposed to identify a subset of features for
best representing the outputs (Ghosh and Chinnaiyan 2005; Tibshirani 1996). This method
enforces sparsity on the individual features while ignoring their spatial structures in feature
selection. Since the disease-induced abnormal changes often happen in a few correlated
regions instead of isolated voxels, the structural relationship of imaging features is an
important information source for identification of informative regions.
The existence of structural relationship in spatial features can be used to build better feature
selection method (Hinrichs et al. 2009). Recently, group Lasso was extended from the L1-
norm Lasso to find solutions that are sparse on the group level of features (Yuan and Lin
2006). It assumes that some feature groups are inherently “good” and thus sparsity should be
enforced at the group level by a L1/L2 regularization, in which the L1-norm penalty is
applied over the groups of input features, while the L2 norm is applied for the input features
within the same group. The basic intuition is that some feature groups will have a higher
fraction of useful features than other groups, and thus features should be selected from those
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“good” groups. It is worth noting that the group Lasso assumes the availability of prior
knowledge on how to group the features. However, as mentioned above, the morphological
changes of brain structures resulting from pathological processes usually do not occur in the
pre-identified regions with certain shapes, which makes it difficult to define the meaningful
feature groups for sparse learning. Recently, a sparse learning method with a tree-structured
regularization was proposed as an extension of group Lasso to consider the underlying
multi-level grouping structure among the inputs or also the outputs for feature selection
(Kim and Xing 2009; Liu and Ye 2010). The structured regularization with a predefined
hierarchical tree is defined based on the group penalty, where each tree node is for one
feature group and different tree levels represent different levels of groups.
On the other hand, the pathology of AD and MCI might cause subtle changes in specific
brain ROIs (e.g., atrophy of hippocampus) and/or the whole brain (e.g., atrophy of gray
matter). To obtain high classification performance, the selected informative features should
capture different patterns of structural degeneration, from local to global fashion. In this
paper, we propose to investigate the tree structured sparse learning method to identify the
informative imaging features from multiple levels for guiding brain disease classification
and interpretation. Specifically, the spatial relationships of the imaging features are encoded
into the tree regularization of group sparse learning to guide the selection of relevant
features. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed method. First, the voxel-wise gray
matter (GM) density map is extracted from each MR brain image as the features to decode
the brain disease. Second, to capture the hierarchical spatial relationship of the imaging
features in the whole brain, a tree structure is constructed by gradually agglomerating the
adjacent and coherent voxels into a hierarchy of groups with a hierarchical agglomerative
clustering technique. Then, the constructed tree structure is imposed on the regularization of
group sparse learning to select the relevant features. Finally, SVM classifier is trained to
perform classification using the selected features. We evaluate our proposed classification
method with the baseline MR brain images of ADNI database. The results demonstrate that,
in addition to better classify the neuroimaging data with AD and MCI, our proposed method
can also identify the relevant biomarkers to facilitate the interpretation of classification
results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed method is presented in the
“Materials and Method” section. In “Experimental Results” section, extensive experiments
and comparisons with other methods on ADNI dataset are presented to demonstrate the
advantage of the proposed method. Finally, we conclude this paper and discuss the possible
future directions in the “Conclusion” section.
Materials and Method
Imaging Data and Preprocessing
The imaging data used for preparation of this paper were obtained from the Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI). The ADNI
was launched in 2003 by the National Institute on Aging (NIA) (http://www.nia.nih.gov/
Alzheimers/ResearchInformation/ClinicalTrials/ADNI.htm.), the National Institute of
Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the Food and Drug Administration
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(FDA), private pharmaceutical companies and non-profit organizations, as a $60 million, 5-
year public–private partnership. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Positron Emission Tomography (PET), other biological
markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the
progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
Determination of sensitive and specific markers of very early AD progression is intended to
aid researchers and clinicians to develop new treatments and monitor their effectiveness, as
well as lessen the time and cost of clinical trials. The Principal Investigator of this initiative
is Michael W. Weiner, M.D., VA Medical Center and University of California, San
Francisco. ADNI was the result of efforts of many co-investigators from a broad range of
academic institutions and private corporations. The study subjects was recruited from over
50 sites across the U.S. and Canada and gave written informed consent at the time of
enrollment for imaging and genetic sample collection and completed questionnaires
approved by each participating sites Institutional Review Board (IRB). The initial goal of
ADNI was to recruit 800 adults, aged from 55 to 90, to participate in the research,
approximately 200 cognitively normal older individuals to be followed for 3 years, 400
people with MCI to be followed for 3 years, and 200 people with early AD to be followed
for 2 years. For the up-to-date information, please see www.adni-info.org.
Although the proposed method makes no assumption on a specific neuroimaging modality,
MRI is widely available, non-invasive and often used as the first biomarker in the
differential diagnostics of brain diseases caused by memory problems. In this paper, the T1-
weighted MRI data is tested for demonstrating the performance of our proposed method. In
ADNI, the MRI datasets include the standard T1-weighted MR images acquired sagittally
using volumetric 3D MPRAGE with 1.25×1.25 mm in-plane spatial resolution and 1.2 mm
thick sagittal slices. Most of these images were obtained with 1.5 T scanners, while a few
were acquired using 3 T scanners. Detailed information about MR acquisition procedures is
available at the ADNI website. The current study in this paper involves the baseline MR
brain images from 229 normal control subjects, 403 MCI subjects (including 236 stable MCI
and 167 progressive MCI subjects), and 198 AD patients.
The MR brain images are first preprocessed according to the previously validated and
published techniques (Liu et al. 2012a). Specifically, an intensity inhomogeneity on the T1-
weighted MR images was corrected using nonparametric nonuniform intensity
normalization (N3) algorithm (Sled et al. 1998). Then, a robust and automated skull
stripping method was applied for brain extraction and cerebellum removal (Wang et al.
2011). Each brain image is further segmented into three types of tissue volumes, e.g., gray
matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) volumes. All tissue
volumes will be spatially normalized together onto a standard space (also called the
stereotaxic space) by a mass-preserving deformable warping algorithm proposed in (Shen
and Davatzikos 2002, 2003). The warped mass-preserving tissue volumes reflect the spatial
distribution of tissues in the original brain. We call these warped mass-preserving tissue
volumes as the tissue density maps in this paper.
Since GM is more related to AD and MCI than WM and CSF, the voxel-wise GM densities
are used as the imaging features to demonstrate the classification performance of our
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proposed method. Given M training images, with each represented by a feature vector and a
respective class label, the brain classification involves the step of selecting the most relevant
features and also the step of decoding the disease states such as the class labels, as detailed
below.
Feature Selection
The voxel-wise GM densities of the whole brain are of huge dimensionality, in comparison
with the small number of subjects, which makes the disease classification and interpretation
difficult. In addition, the subtle changes caused by AD or MCI might reside in specific brain
regions with little prior knowledge. To identify the informative imaging biomarkers, the
feature learning model should capture different patterns of the brain structural degeneration,
from local to global fashion. Thus, we will consider three special aspects to develop the
feature learning model in this paper. First, since the informative imaging biomarkers may be
distributed over the distant brain regions, a multivariate model is learned to consider the
combinations of features over the distant brain regions for handling the long-range
interactions in feature selection. Second, the spatial structure of imaging features need to be
specially considered for selecting more meaningful and informative biomarkers. Third, a
multi-scale approach is needed for identification of the predictive regions by respecting the
underlying multi-level structures of the imaging features. Accordingly, we propose a tree-
structured sparse learning method to identify informative imaging biomarkers. In the
following subsections, we will first introduce the L1-regularized coding and the group
sparse learning briefly, and then describe our proposed feature selection method.
L1-Regularized Sparse Learning and Group Sparse Learning—Let X denote a M
× Q feature matrix with the m-th row corresponding to the m-th image’s feature vector
, and y be a class label (column) vector of M images with
ym denoting the class label of the m-th image. A linear regression model can be used to
decode the class outputs from a set of features as follows:
(1)
where α = (α1, …, αq, …, αQ)T is a vector of coefficients assigned to the respective features,
and ε is an independent error term. The least square optimization is one of the popular
methods to solve the above problem. When Q is large while the number of features relevant
to the class labels is small, sparsity can be imposed on the coefficients of the least square
optimization via L1-norm regularization for feature selection (Tibshirani 1996; Ghosh and
Chinnaiyan 2005). The L1-norm least square problem, i.e., Lasso, can be formulated as:
(2)
where λ is a regularization parameter that controls the amount of sparsity on the coefficients.
The non-zero elements in α indicate that the corresponding features are relevant to the class
labels. The L1-norm sparse learning provides an effective multivariate regression model to
select a subset of relevant features by taking into account both the correlations of features to
the class labels and the combinations of individual features. However, this method imposes
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the L1-norm sparsity on the individual features for feature selection, which completely
ignores the spatial structure of imaging features. In this situation, the associated features
should be jointly selected to identify the complex population difference, since the disease-
induced abnormal changes often happen in the contiguous brain regions, instead of isolated
voxels.
To alleviate the above problem, the group Lasso has been proposed as an extension of L1-
norm sparse learning to use the groups of features, instead of individual features, as the units
of feature selection (Yuan and Lin 2006). In the regularization, group Lasso applies the L1-
norm penalty over the feature groups and the L2-norm penalty for the individual features
within the same group. It can be formulated as below:
(3)
where Gj(j=1,…,N) is a set of predefined non-overlapping feature groups and wj is a weight
assigned to the corresponding group. Specifically, the penalty acts as the L1-norm on the
vector of ||αGj||2, to make some ||αGj||2 zero. Thus, the sparsity is imposed at the level of
feature groups by the L1/L2-norm penalty to jointly select the features, so that the group
structures among the features can be considered. Obviously, group Lasso assumes that the
feature groups are available with certain prior knowledge. However, in practice, the
structural relationships of the imaging features are not always pre-known in the
neuroimaging study.
Tree-Structured Sparse Learning—Recently, in the literature, the L1/L2-norm penalty
in group sparse learning has been extended to a more general setting with various types of
complex structures on the sparsity patterns by allowing the overlapping of groups. In many
applications, the rich spatial relationships of features can be naturally represented using a
hierarchical tree structure, with the leaf nodes as individual features and the internal nodes
as groups of features. Specifically, a hierarchical feature selection has been proposed to
impose the tree structural relationships on the features, by defining groups with the
particular overlapping patterns (Zhao et al. 2009). Brain image shows the spatial and
structural correlations between the neighboring voxels, thus naturally forming a number of
brain regions with different sizes and shapes. Also, since generally only a few brain regions
over the whole brain are affected by the disease, the structured sparsity can be incorporated
into sparse learning for selection of informative biomarkers. Moreover, different
pathological processes might affect brain regions in different ways, and thus the disease-
affected brain regions might have irregular shapes and different sizes and are not known in
advance. Feature selection should capture different patterns of pathological degeneration
from voxel level to group level. The rich spatial relationships of the brain volume can be
naturally identified as a hierarchical tree structure where the sub-trees represent local brain
regions while different levels of the tree indicate multiple scales of the parcellated brain
regions. Then, L1/L2-norm regularization predefined by the tree structure can be imposed
on the sparse learning to encourage a joint selection of structured relevant features.
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The most important problem for the tree structured sparse learning is how to construct a
meaningful hierarchical tree for grouping the imaging features. A simple method for tree
construction is to hierarchically partition the whole brain into 3D patches (cubic) of multiple
scales, with each level of tree consisting of the non-overlapping patches of one scale (Liu et
al. 2012a, b). Although this method considers the spatial adjacency of the voxel-wise
features, the morphological changes of brain structures resulting from pathological processes
usually do not occur in the regions necessarily with regular shapes. In fact, the disease-
affected brain regions might have irregular shapes and different sizes. To capture more
natural feature groups, a hierarchical agglomerative clustering was used to adaptively
produce a hierarchical representation of the features by feature agglomeration, with each
feature group exhibiting similar characteristics under the spatial constraint (Jenatton et al.
2011). The advantage of agglomeration is that the selected brain regions may be spatially
coherent. However, this method did not take into account the target information in forming
the feature groups and thus the grouped brain regions may not display similar characteristics
with respect to the classification label. In the following subsection, we will introduce a new
tree construction method based on the hierarchical agglomerative clustering of the voxel-
wise imaging features, by taking into account the spatial adjacency, feature similarity and
discriminability.
Tree Construction by Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering—Assuming that the
M × Q feature matrix X consists of M training subjects represented by Q voxel-wise imaging
features, as mentioned above. We seek to group the neighboring voxels into a tree structure
for representation of voxel-wise imaging features in a bottom-up way. The hierarchical
agglomerative clustering is applied at this stage to encode the rich structure of voxel-wise
imaging features based on a criterion defined below. It first treats each voxel as a singleton
cluster and then iteratively agglomerates a pair of neighboring clusters until all clusters have
been merged into a single cluster. Thus a binary tree is produced to represent a hierarchy of
clusters with each node associated with the cluster obtained by merging its children clusters.
The root of tree gathers all the voxels, while the leaves are the clusters, each consisting of a
single voxel. To recover the true spatial support of a discriminative pattern embedded in an
image, three items are taken into consideration for definition of clustering criterion.
The first item is the spatial adjacency which indicates that only the neighboring clusters can
be merged together. Since the spatially adjacent voxels of brain images are usually
correlated, it is reasonable to require that the two merged clusters should have neighboring
voxels. In addition, it is well-known that the grouped voxels should have similar
characteristics. Thus, the second item is the consistency of the local imaging features which
are directly related to the feature similarity or the uniformity of the grouped voxels. Two
groups of features are spatially consistent if these features are similar to each other. This
characteristic can help form boundaries of clusters with similar properties and also identify
the brain regions with different behaviors. In this work, the similarity of two features is
simply estimated by the Euclidean distance of feature vectors.
The third item is the discrimination of the imaging features with respect to the classification
task. The discriminative power of a feature can be quantitatively measured by its relevance
to the classification task, which is usually computed as the correlation between this feature
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and the class labels in a training dataset (i.e., with the normal samples labeled as −1 and the
disease samples labeled as +1). For our continuous imaging features, linear correlation
measures are easier to compute and are robust to over-fitting, and thus are widely used for
feature selection in machine learning. We apply t-test to measure the relevance of each
feature to the classification task using the p value which is in the range of [0 1]. The smaller
p-value indicates larger relevance of the feature to the classification task. Thus, the
discriminative power of the i-th feature is measured by:
(4)
Where p(i) is the p value of the t-test for the i-th feature. Usually, to enhance the feature
discrimination and also the robustness to noise, a parcellation (division) of the brain region
should focus on partition of the strongly discriminative regions into the spatially tiny
regions, while leaving the uninformative regions un-partitioned. Otherwise, grouping the
informative features with others will decrease the discriminative power of the combined
features.
By taking the above three items into account, two adjacent and spatially-consistent clusters
with less informative features would be first merged together to increase their discriminative
power and then compete with the informative parts in feature selection. Thus, at each step of
the hierarchical agglomerative clustering, we group two adjacent clusters Ck and Cl that will
minimize the measure defined below:
(5)
where |Ck| denotes the number of features in the cluster Ck. Different from the traditional
hierarchical agglomerative clustering method that is designed only based on the spatial
consistency, the above measure can incorporate the information of both feature consistency
and discrimination for forming groups. Thus, the less informative imaging features can be
adaptively merged into larger groups to enhance their robustness to noise and then compete
with other groups. Note the informative features are less grouped in order to maintain their
discriminability. Figure 2 lists the detailed steps of our proposed tree construction method
by the hierarchical agglomerative clustering. Finally, a tree-structured hierarchy of the
imaging features can be constructed on top of all brain voxels. Figure 3 further shows a
sample hierarchical index tree consisting of 6 leaves and 5 nodes, which is constructed with
6 adjacent image voxels.
Feature Selection by Tree-Structured Sparse Learning—Based on the outputs of
the tree construction presented above, we can perform feature selection by combining the
hierarchical tree structure of imaging features with the sparsity-inducing penalty in the
group sparse learning. The hierarchical tree constructed by the above agglomerative
clustering can generate totally Q−1 overlapping feature groups, where Q is the number of
available voxels. The largest feature group lies in the highest level of the tree, i.e., the root
of tree that consists of all imaging features. However, the informative regions often occur in
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the sub-regions of the whole brain. Thus, it may not be optimal to include all the nodes of
the constructed tree in the sparse learning. Accordingly, we can cut the tree at a given level
of hierarchy to produce a subset of tree nodes as a hierarchical parcellation of the brain
volume. The tree cut will be optimized by computing a cross-validated classification
performance within the training data set. Specifically, we select the tree cut that yields the
highest classification performance. Then, all the descendant tree nodes are used as the
overlapping groups for sparse learning.
Assume that the tree nodes produced by the tree cut are denoted as T = {G1, …, Gj, …,
GNc}, where Gj consists of all descendant leaves included in the j-th tree node. The tree
leaves are the voxel-wise imaging features which is the finest level of group. Different levels
of tree nodes indicate different scales of feature groups. The higher level of tree nodes
means the coarser scale of feature groups. The index set of a child node is a subset of its
parent node, i.e., parent node overlaps with its child nodes. Traditional L1-norm sparsity-
inducing penalty, i.e., ||α||1 in Eq. (2), yields sparsity at the level of individual imaging
features, ignoring the potential structures existing between larger groups of features. The
group sparse learning in Eq. (3) can make use of the group structures of feature set, which
should be known in advance. To combine the above two methods, the tree-guided group
sparse learning method with the hierarchical structured penalty can be formulated as:
(6)
where αGj is the set of coefficients assigned to all features within the tree node Gj, and wj is
a predefined positive weight for node Gj and is usually set to be proportional to the square
root of the group size. The first penalty promotes sparsity at the level of individual features
while the second penalty promotes sparsity at the level of overlapping groups. Since each
node represents a subtree of T, if one node is selected, all its descendant child nodes in tree T
will also be selected. In this way, we can make use of the hierarchical structure of feature
groups to guide the selection of informative features from voxels to multi-scale groups.
The tree penalized convex minimization problem in Eq. (6) is more challenging to solve
than both Lasso and group Lasso, since the tree-structured regularization is much more
complex. An efficient optimization has been proposed for tree-structured group Lasso,
where the structure over the features is represented as a hierarchical tree that is composed of
multi-scale image patches (Liu and Ye 2010). In light of the results from (Liu and Ye 2010),
a large class of the convex minimization problem penalized by the grouped tree structure as
defined in Eq. (6) can be solved efficiently. This work showed that the associated Moreau-
Yosida regularization admits an analytical solution and an efficient algorithm was proposed
for determining the effective interval for the regularization parameter λ. This efficient
algorithm has a time complexity comparable to both Lasso and group Lasso and is employed
in this paper to solve the above convex minimization problem with a tree-guided sparse
regularization. Finally, the features with non-zero coefficients are selected for subsequent
classification.
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Based on the selected imaging features by the tree-guided sparse learning method, a
classifier model will be trained to make the final classification. There are various classifier
models investigated for classification of brain images. Among them, SVM is one of the
widely used classifiers because of its high classification performance (Fan et al. 2007b;
Davatzikos et al. 2008b; Zhang et al. 2011; Magnin et al. 2009). SVM constructs a maximal
margin classifier in a high-dimensional feature space by mapping the original features using
a kernel-induced mapping function. For simplicity, we choose the SVM model with a linear
kernel as the classifier, which is implemented by the SVM functions in MATLAB software
(Kecman 2001). The value of the box constraint C for the soft margin is optimized by the
training data set in the cross validation. (Note that this C is different from the parameter C
used in Fig. 2.)
Experimental Results
We evaluate the proposed method with the T1-weighted baseline MR brain images of 830
subjects from ADNI database, which include 198 AD patients, 236 stable MCI (sMCI), 167
progressive MCI (pMCI), and 229 normal controls (NC). Table 1 provides a summary of the
demographic characteristics of the studied subjects (denoted as mean ± standard deviation).
Experimental Design
Before performing disease classification, the image preprocessing was performed as
described in “Imaging Data and Preprocessing” section. The spatially normalized tissue
volumes called as tissue densities are used for classification in this paper. To reduce the
effects of noise, registration inaccuracy, and inter-individual anatomical variations, tissue
density maps were further smoothed using a Gaussian filter and then down-sampled by a
factor of 4 for the purpose of saving the computational time and memory cost. In this
experiment, we use only the GM density map as the imaging features because of its more
relevancy to AD and MCI.
The tree-structured sparse learning method is implemented using the SLEP package
downloaded at http://www.public.asu.edu/~jye02/Software/SLEP. Since some recent
publications (Wolz et al. 2011; Cuingnet et al. 2011) were based on three pairs of
classifications, our proposed method is performed to test three classification problems
related to AD and MCI, which are, respectively, AD vs. NC, pMCI vs. NC, and sMCI vs.
pMCI classifications. To statistically evaluate the classification performance, we conduct
standard 10-folds cross-validation to compute the classification accuracy which evaluates
the proportion of correctly classified subjects among the test dataset. In addition, we also
compute the sensitivity (SEN), i.e., the proportion of AD (or MCI) patients correctly
classified, and the specificity (SPE), i.e., the proportion of correctly classified normal
controls for further evaluation. In each time, one fold of the data set was used for testing,
while the other remaining 9 folds were used as training data. The construction of the
hierarchical tree is performed on the training data set, and then both the feature selection by
the tree-structured sparse learning and the SVM classification model are conducted with the
training data. The training set can be further divided into 10 folds to fine-tune the parameters
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in our method when needed. In the tree-structured sparse learning method, the parameters λ1
and λ2 in Eq. (6) are proportional to each other and thus can be controlled by one parameter
such as λ2 which is optimized in the range of [0 1] with 10 folds of the training data set.
Results on Disease Classification
The first experiment is to test the effect of structural constraints on feature selection and
classification. We compare our proposed method against other two feature selection
methods without using the feature structure information. The first feature selection method
is the t-test, which is one of the commonly-used approaches in the literature. The t-test is
performed at each voxel of the training data, and then we set different thresholds for the
absolute p-value based on the number of voxels (that we want to select) at each level. The
second feature selection method is based on the L1-norm sparse learning (Lasso) which
applies the L1-norm on the imaging features, i.e., the first regularization of Eq. (6). In this
method, we can adjust the regularization parameter λ1 to control the sparsity and select
various numbers of features.
For fair comparison, we test the classification performance with respect to different level of
selected features in all three methods. In the proposed tree-structured sparse learning
method, we change the value of regularization parameter λ2 in the range of [0 1] to adjust
the sparsity of sparse learning and thus obtain different numbers of selected features. All
these methods are tested on the same 10-fold partition of the data set. Given a regularization
parameter, we can obtain a classification accuracy and the corresponding averaging number
of selected features over the 10 folds. For better showing the results, we use polynomial
models to fit all the data obtained by different regularization parameters. Figure 4a, b and c
show the classification results (the fitted data plots of classification accuracies vs. the
number of selected features) for AD vs. NC, pMCI vs. NC, and sMCI vs. pMCI,
respectively. From these results, we can see that the proposed tree-guided method can
achieve better classification accuracy than both t-test and Lasso based methods, especially
when the number of selected features is small (i.e., <1×104, less than half of available
features). This shows that, imposing the structural relationships of features on the
regularization of sparse learning can help select the discriminative features for better
classification. When further increasing the number of selected features, the improvement of
classification accuracy by the proposed method will decrease, compared with other two
methods. These results further demonstrate the importance of the tree-structured
regularization because further increasing the number of selected features will reduce the
effect of structure constraint on selection of discriminative features. All these results show
that the proposed tree-structured sparse learning method can make full use of the
hierarchical structure of imaging features to select the informative biomarkers and then
improve the disease classification.
The second experiment is to test the effectiveness of the proposed tree construction method
in the tree-structured sparse learning on the disease classification performance. In this
experiment, we compare the proposed method with other four methods. The first method is a
baseline method that uses all the imaging features of the whole brain, without feature
selection, for disease classification. (The other three methods are corresponding to different
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strategies used to define the tree structure for sparse learning, named as the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
methods next.) The 2nd method (namely ‘Patch-based’) is obtained from our previous work
(Liu et al. 2012b), which defined the hierarchical tree by dividing brain image into multi-
scale 3D patches and using the multi-scale patches as the multi-level tree nodes for guiding
feature selection. The 3rd method (namely ‘Cluster-based’) defines the tree nodes by using
the agglomerative clustering and also taking into account their spatial adjacency and feature
similarity. On the other hand, the specific regions of interest (ROIs) can also be generated by
grouping the voxels of brain images into anatomical regions through the registration of a
labeled atlas (Kabani et al. 1998). This anatomical parcellation can take the local features
and their similarity into account for feature grouping. Thus, in the 4th method (namely
‘ROI-based’), we define the feature groups, i.e., the tree nodes, with the 93 manual ROIs as
in (Kabani et al. 1998), instead of adaptively defining the feature groups using the
hierarchical clustering as described above. The optimization of these methods is same as our
proposed method. All the methods in this experiment are tested on the same 10 runs of 10-
fold cross-validation, and the averaged results are reported.
The classification results by the above 4 methods are listed together with our proposed
method in Table 2. From these results, we can see that the feature selection by the sparse
learning with the patch-based tree structure obtains slight improvement (1 %) for
classification of AD vs. NC when compared with the baseline method that uses the whole-
brain features. Although the patch-based tree structure takes the local adjacency of imaging
features into consideration by multi-scale patches, it cannot make full use of the information
in imaging features and class labels for describing both local feature similarity and
discrimination during the tree construction. This limits its ability to use the effective spatial
structures for identifying the informative features. On the other hand, the Cluster-based
method defines multi-level feature groups by taking into account the local similarities, but
uses no discrimination information for grouping features, thus leading to possibly the non-
informative features. Similarly, the feature selection by the ROI-based tree structure cannot
obtain obvious improvement for classifications when compared with the baseline method
using the whole-brain features, except some slight improvement for classification of AD vs.
NC. Although the feature groups defined by ROIs take the local similarities into
consideration, the respective tree structure consists of just one-level non-overlaping groups
and, more importantly, no discrimination information with respect to the classification task
is used to define the feature groups. In fact, the informative region of abnormality might be
part of ROI or span over multiple ROIs, thus potentially reducing the statistical power of
ROI-based feature selection. On the other hand, our proposed tree construction by
hierarchical agglomerative clustering can adaptively generate the feature groups, and take
into account both the feature similarity and the discrimination of adjacent voxels. Thus our
proposed method achieves better classification performance than other methods.
Results on Biomarker Identification
The proposed method also aims to identify the informative biomarkers that are associated
with the AD status to improve the disease interpretation. We examine the selected imaging
features by the proposed tree-structured sparse learning method with the best regularization
parameters. It is worth noting that the feature selection is performed on the training data
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only. Thus, the selected imaging biomarkers at each cross-validation fold may be different.
For example, we checked the selected features from all cross-validation folds, and found that
some selected features do vary across different folds of different partitions. Thus, we
compute the frequencies of the voxels included in the selected features over the cross-
validation folds of all partitions for disease classification. Then we further identify the
imaging features with the frequency values (normalized in the range of [0 1]) larger than a
threshold (set to 0.4 in our experiments) as the selected imaging biomarkers. Similarly, we
also provide the selected features by Lasso for comparison. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the
identified biomarkers from the GM density map by both Lasso and tree-structured sparse
learning methods for AD vs. NC, pMCI vs. NC, and pMCI vs. sMCI classifications,
respectively. It can be observed that the features selected by the proposed method are
usually grouped at the relevant regions which helps interpretation of the obtained results.
The regions identified by the proposed method include hippocampus, parahippocampal
gyrus, entorhinal cortex, and amygdala, which are consistent with those reported in the
literature for AD and MCI studies (Cuingnet et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2011; Hinrichs et al.
2009). These results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for guiding the
identification of relevant biomarkers.
Discussion
In this study, we have evaluated the classification performance of the proposed method with
830 baseline MR brain images, acquired in the ADNI study. Our results demonstrate that the
feature selection method by the tree-structured sparse learning can improve the classification
performance when compared to both the t-test and the L1-norm Lasso methods, which do
not consider the data structure during the feature selection. In addition, the proposed tree
construction method can result in a more powerful classifier than other tree construction
methods, including the Patch-based, Cluster-based and ROIs-based methods.
Furthermore, in Table 3, the results of the proposed classification method are compared with
five recent classification methods, also using the baseline T1-weighted MRI data of ADNI
dataset, as briefly described:
• In (Hinrichs et al. 2009), the linear program (LP) boosting method with a novel
additional regularization was proposed to incorporate the spatial smoothness of MR
imaging space into the learning process and improve the classification accuracy.
Only classification results for AD vs. NC were provided in that paper.
• In (Zhang et al. 2011), 93 volumetric features were extracted from the 93 regions of
interest (ROI) in GM densities for both classifications of AD vs. NC and MCI vs.
NC. A single SVM classifier was constructed to make the final classification.
• In (Cuingnet et al. 2011), ten methods on different types of structural MRI-based
features, which included five voxel-wise imaging features based methods, three
cortical thickness based methods, and two hippocampus based methods, were
tested and compared with a linear SVM classifier. For classifications of AD vs. NC
and MCI vs. NC, the best classification results, which were obtained using voxel-
wise GM densities, are provided for comparison in our paper. For prediction of
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MCI conversion, i.e., classification of pMCI vs. sMCI, the best results that used
hippocampal volume are provided for comparison in our paper.
• In (Wolz et al. 2011), instead of using single MRI feature, four types of MRI-based
features, i.e., hippocampal volume, tensor-based morphometry, cortical thickness,
and manifold-learning based features, were combined to achieve improved
classification accuracies. Both linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and SVM
classification approaches are tested for classifications of AD vs. NC, pMCI vs. NC,
and pMCI vs. sMCI. For comparison, we present their best results that were
obtained with the LDA classification approach.
• More recently, in (Chu et al. 2012), the impact of feature selection and sample size
on brain disease classification was extensively studied by using the GM features
and SVM classifier. In particular, they compared four different feature selection
methods, which are the pre-selected ROIs based on prior knowledge, univariate t-
test filtering, recursive feature elimination, and t-test filtering constrained by ROIs.
Their experimental results showed that the most accurate classification was
achieved by the feature selection using prior knowledge about the regions of brain
atrophy found in previous studies, i.e., using all GM voxels in the hippocampal and
parahippocampal masks. Therefore, their best results reported for classifications of
AD vs. NC, MCI vs. NC, and pMCI vs. sMCI are used here for comparison.
Table 3 summarizes the classification results of the above five methods, along with our
proposed method. It can be observed that our results compare favorably to all other existing
methods for brain disease classifications. It is worth noting that the variations of the reported
results may be due to the use of different MRI feature extraction and classification methods,
and also the use of different ADNI subjects. All these make the comparison of the results
complicated, since it is difficult to implement all other methods on the same conditions for
fair comparison. In addition, the variations in the size of test samples, the use of cross-
validation, and separating the training and testing sets can also make the fair comparison
difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, our results were obtained using the largest data set,
consisting of almost all subjects in the ADNI database.
Conclusion
The pathology of AD and MCI might cause the changes of brain regions in different ways,
and thus the disease-affected regions might have various sizes and irregular shapes with
little prior knowledge. To identify the informative biomarkers, feature selection should
capture different patterns of pathological degeneration from fine to coarse scales. In this
paper, a tree structured sparse learning method is proposed to identify the informative
biomarkers for classifications of AD and MCI. Specifically, a hierarchical tree is constructed
to capture the rich structural relationships among the imaging features by using the
agglomerative clustering and taking into account their spatial adjacency, feature similarity
and discriminability, and then a tree structured regularization is imposed on sparse learning
for feature selection. The tree structured sparse learning can provide an effective way to
identify more meaningful biomarkers to facilitate brain disease classification and
interpretation. Experimental results on the ADNI dataset show that the proposed method can
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not only identify the grouped relevant biomarkers, but also improve the performance of
brain disease classification.
In the current paper, we validated our method using MRI data from ADNI database.
However, our method can also be extended to use other modality of data for AD or other
brain disease classification. In the future work, we will evaluate our method on other
imaging data, e.g., PET. Moreover, since recent studies have shown that different modalities
of neuroimaging data can be combined to provide complementary information and achieve
better classification performance, we will extend our method into the use of multi-modality
biomarkers for further improving the accuracy of brain disease classification.
Information Sharing Statement
The MRI brain image dataset used in this paper was obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) which is available at http://www.adni-info.org. In this
paper, the proposed method was implemented based on the SLEP package, which is also
publicly available at http://www.public.asu.edu/~jye02/Software/SLEP. Some other source
codes and binary programs used and developed in this paper are available in our website
(http://bric.unc.edu/ideagroup/).
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The flowchart of the proposed method
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The proposed tree construction method by hierarchical agglomerative clustering
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A sample tree (constructed with 6 adjacent image voxels) for illustration of 6 leaves: {V1,
V2, V3, V4, V5, V6} and 5 nodes: {G1, G2, G3, G4, G5}
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Comparison of classification accuracy with respect to different number of selected features
by three feature-selection methods, t-test, Lasso, and the proposed tree-guided method, in
classification of a AD vs. NC, b pMCI vs. NC, and c sMCI vs. pMCI
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The biomarkers identified from the GM density map by a L1-norm Lasso and b our
proposed tree-structured sparse learning method for AD vs. NC classification
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The biomarkers identified from the GM density map by a L1-norm Lasso and b our
proposed tree-structured sparse learning method for pMCI vs. NC classification
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The biomarkers identified from the GM density map by a L1-norm Lasso and b our
proposed tree-structured sparse learning method for pMCI vs. sMCI classification
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Table 1
Demographic characteristics of the studied subjects from ADNI database
Diagnosis Number Age Gender (M/F) MMSE (Mini Mental State Examination)
AD 198 75.7±7.7 103/95 23.3±2.0
pMCI 167 74.9±6.8 102/65 26.6±1.7
sMCI 236 74.9±7.7 158/78 27.3±1.8
NC 229 76.0±5.0 119/110 29.1±1.0
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